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Chang, Hui-Lan 張惠蘭 (National University of Kaohsiung) 
huilan0102@gmail.com 
Aug.2, 11:00 – 11:45 
 
Title 
Density-based Interval Group Testing 

Abstract 
Cicalese et al. (2005) studied interval group testing where all items in the search space are linearly 
ordered and each of them is either positive or negative. An interval is a set of consecutive items. 
The goal is to identify positive items by asking queries of the type "does an interval contain any 
positive one?" The motivation for this study comes from its application in determining exon-intron 
boundaries within a gene. We study this group testing model by using a generalized type of queries: 
each query asks "does the density of positive items in an interval exceed a given ratio? " This type 
of density-based queries is proposed by Gerbner et al. (2013). Under some parameter assumptions, 
we provide sequential algorithms and nonadaptive algorithms with error-tolerance. 
 
This is a joint work with Han-Min Chu and Guan-Hao Huang. 
 
Keywords: interval group testing, density-based, sequential, nonadaptive. 

 
 
Chang, Yao-Tsu 張耀祖 (I-Shou University) 
ytchang@isu.edu.tw 
Aug.4, 11:50 – 12:35 
 
Title 
Algebraic decoding of some cyclic codes based on syndrome matrices 

Abstract 
In this talk, we will present algebraic decoding methods based on the some syndrome matrices. 
These syndrome matrices are developed from its origin version, which was used to obtain unknown 
syndrome representations for the quadratic-residue decoders. The new proposed decodes can be 
used for cyclic codes rather than quadratic residues codes. 

 
Chen, Hong-Bin 陳宏賓 (Feng Chia University) 
andanchen@gmail.com 
Aug.3, 09:50 – 10:35 
 
Title 
From Bertrand's Postulate to Hamilton Cycles 

Abstract 
A consequence of Bertrand’s postulate, proved by L. Greenfield and S. Greenfield in 1998, assures 
that the set of integers {1, 2, ..., 2n} can be partitioned into pairs so that the sum of each pair is a 
prime number for any positive integer n. Cutting through it from the angle of Graph Theory, we 
provide new insights into the problem and conjecture a stronger statement that the set of integers {1, 
2, ..., 2n} can be rearranged into a cycle so that the sum of any two adjacent integers is a prime 
number. In this talk, I will introduce our result and something interesting.  
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Chen, Peng-An 陳鵬安 (National Taitung University) 
pengan@nttu.edu.tw 
Aug.3, 11:00 – 11:45 
 
Title 
On general Kneser hypergraph colorings 

Abstract 

Let H be a family of sets and define the r-uniform general Kneser hypergraph KGr(H) on vertex 

set H with a hyperedge for any collection of r pairwise disjoint elements of H. The chromatic 

numbers of these Kneser hypergraphs have been of fundamental interest since Lovász's 1978 proof 

of Kneser's conjecture (concerning r = 2, and F the family of k-subsets of [n]). 

In this talk, we investigate the family H of almost s-stable k-subsets of [n], which has been the focus 
of numerous earlier papers by several authors. A subset of [n] is almost s-stable if |𝑖 − 𝑗| ≥ 𝑠 for 
distinct elements i and j of the set. We establish a topological lower bound for the chromatic 
number of KG𝑟(H) for all r ≧ 2. This lower bound does specialize to an optimal result for the 
chromatic number of KG2(H) for arbitrary s. The bound generalizes several earlier theorems and 
settles the almost 3-stable case that had been a major obstacle. We also gives lower bounds for the 
local chromatic number of KG2(H) for arbitrary s. It is a strengthened result of Simonyi and 
Tardos (2007), and Meunier’s (2014) lower bound for KG2(H). 

 
Du, Zhibin 杜志斌 (Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica) 
zhibindu@gate.sinica.edu.tw 
Aug.4, 11:00 – 11:45 
 
Title 
Some recent progress towards complete characterization of minimal-ABC trees 

Abstract 
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Guan, Albert官振傑 (National Sun Yat-sen University) 
d9955801.cs99g@nctu.edu.tw 
Aug.2, 16:00 – 16:45 

 
Title 
A Light-weight Bit Commitment Protocol Based on Unpredictable Channel Noise 

Abstract 
Bit commitment is an important tool in the design of many secure cryptographic protocols, such as 
coin flipping, zero-knowledge proof, and secure computation. In this talk, we present a 
computationally light-weight bit commitment protocol over a noisy channel. For the security of the 
proposed protocol, we show that the receiver has almost no information about the committer's secret 
due to unpredictability of the noises in the communication channel. Hence, the security of our bit 
commitment protocol does not depend on hard problems; it is information-theoretically secure. 
Furthermore, the protocol needs only exclusive-or operations. Thus, it is computationally 
light-weight, and it can be used in the devices whose computing resources are limited. 

 
 
 
 
 
Hwang, Hsien-Kuei 黃顯貴 (Institute of Statistical Science, Academia Sinica) 
hkhwang@stat.sinica.edu.tw 
Aug.3, 14:00 – 14:45 
 
Title 
Asymptotic expansions for sub-critical Lagrangian forms 
 
Abstract 
Asymptotic expansions for the Taylor coefficients of the Lagrangean form f(z) = zG(f(z)) are 
examined with a focus on the calculations of the asymptotic coefficients.  
The expansions are simple and useful, and we discuss their use in some enumerating sequences in 
trees, lattice paths and planar maps. 
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Kuo, David 郭大衛 (National Dong Hwa University)  
davidk@gms.ndhu.edu.tw 
Aug.3, 11:50 – 12:35 
 
Title 
n-fold L(2,1)-labeling of Cartesian product of graphs 

Abstract 

 
 

Lam, Ching Hung 林正洪 (Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica) 
chlam@math.sinica.edu.tw  
Aug.3, 16:00 – 16:45 
 
Title 
Leech lattice and holomorphic VOA of central charge 24 

Abstract 
In this talk, I will give a brief review on the recent progress towards the classification of 
holomorphic VOAs of central charge 24. I will also discuss an interesting relation between the 
Leech lattice and the  holomorphic VOAs of central charge 24. 
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Lin, Chin-Hung 林晉宏 (National Sun Yat-sen University) 
jephianlin@gmail.com 
Aug.2, 14:50 – 15:35 

Title 
On the distance matrices of the CP graphs 

Abstract 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Shen, Hao 沈灝 (Shanghai Jiao Tong University) 
haoshen@sjtu.edu.cn 
Aug.2, 14:00 – 14:45 
 
Title 
Applications of PBD-closedness in the construction of combinatorial structures 

Abstract 
In this talk, we will give applications of the concept of PBD-closedness in the construction  of 
various kinds of combinatorial structures. 

 
 
Wang, Suijie 王歲杰 (Hunan University) 
wangsuijie@gmail.com 
Aug.2, 16:50 – 17:35 
 
Title 
Translation Deformations of Matroid Representation 

Abstract 
Given an arrangement of hyperplanes, we classify its translation deformations by introducing an 
equivalence relation on the intersection semi-lattices, and obtain a comparison result and a 
decomposition formula on the characteristic polynomials of equivalence classes. 
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Wang, Yi 王毅 (Dalian University of Technology) 
wangyi@dlut.edu.cn 
Aug.4, 09:00 – 09:45 
 
Title 
Combinatorics of generalized Motzkin numbers 

Abstract 
The  generalized  Motzkin  numbers  unify  many  well-known  counting  coefficients, such  
as  the  Bell numbers, the Catalan numbers and the Motzkin numbers.  An effective way to study 
the generalized Motzkin numbers is to embed them in the generalized Motzkin triangles. In this talk 
we discuss various combinatorial properties of the generalized Motzkin numbers, including lattice 
path interpretations, recurrence relations and generating functions. We also consider the 
log-convexity and moment properties of the generalized Motzkin numbers by means of the total 
positivity of corresponding triangles. Several interesting questions about Apery numbers will be 
mentioned. 

Weng, Chih-Wen 翁志文 (National Chiao Tung University) 
weng@math.nctu.edu.tw 
Aug.3, 09:00 – 09:45 
 
Title 
On bipartite graphs analog of the Brualdi-Hoffman conjecture 

Abstract 
The spectral radius of a graph is the maximum eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix. Let $G$ be a 
bipartite graph with $e$ edges and without isolated vertices. It was known that the spectral radius of 
$G$ is at most the square root of $e$, and the upper bound is attained if and only if $G$ is a 
complete bipartite graph. Bhattacharya, Friedland and Peled \cite{Bha} conjectured that a 
non-complete bipartite graph which has the maximum spectral radius with given e and bi-order $(p, 
q)$ is obtained from a complete bipartite graph by adding one vertex and a corresponding number 
of edges. We find a counter example of this conjecture. Under the additional assumption that $e$ at 
least $pq-q$ or $p$ at most $5$, where $p$ at most $q$, we prove a weaker version of the above 
conjecture that drops the non-complete assumption of the bipartite graph $G$. Our method is based 
on a new tight upper bound of the spectral radii of bipartite graphs with bi-order $(p, q)$ and a 
prescribed degree sequence of  the part of order $p$. This is a joint work with Yen-Jen Cheng and 
Feng-Lei Fan. 
MSC 2010: 05C50, 15A18, 05C35, 15A42. 
 
Keywords: adjacency matrix, bipartite graph, degree sequence, spectral radius 
 
References 
[1] A. Bhattacharya and S. Friedland, U.N. Peled, On the first eigenvalue of bipartite 
graphs, Electron. J. Combin.15 (2008), R144. 

 
Yeh, Hong-Gwa 葉鴻國 (National Central University) 

hgyeh@math.ncu.edu.tw 

Aug.2, 11:50 – 12:35 
 
Title 
On resistance distance and graph Laplacian 

Abstract 

mailto:wangyi@dlut.edu.cn
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In this talk, we review several fundamental properties and interesting applications of graph 
Laplacian matrix and resistance distance. The connections between them and their relationships 
with random walks on graphs are emphasized. 

Yu, Wei-Hsuan俞韋亘 (National Central University) 
u690604@gmail.com 
Aug.4, 09:50 – 10:35 
 
Title  
Recent progress on equiangular lines 

Abstract 
A set of lines is call equiangular lines if each pair of lines forms the same angle. An interesting 
question on this topics is to determine maximum size of equiangular lines in any n-dimensional 
Euclidean space. We will talk about recent progress on this question. Especially, we offer partial 
solutions for Lemmens-Seidel conjecture which was announced in 1973. This is the joint work with 
Yen-Chi Roger Lin.  
 
 
 
 
 

Zacharovas, Vytas (Vilnius University, Lithuania) 
vytas.zacharovas@mif.vu.lt 
Aug.3, 14:50 – 15:35 
 
Title 
CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR THE NUMBER OF PARTS IN A PARTITION 

Abstract 
Suppose 
\[ 
\lambda_1\leqslant \lambda_2 
\leqslant\cdots\leqslant\lambda_n\leqslant\cdots 
\] 
is a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers that tends to infinity 
\(\lambda_n\to \infty\). 
 
We will consider partitions of  integers \(n\) into parts that belong to our sequence 
\(\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\ldots\). Or more precisely we consider the set \(\Omega_n\) the solutions of 
equations 
\[ 
\lambda_1s_1+\lambda_2s_2+\lambda_3s_3+\ldots=n 
\] 
Taking at random with uniform probability equal to \(1/|\Omega_n|\) solution of the above equation 
\((s_1,s_2,s_3,\ldots)\in\Omega_n\) and computing the number of nonzero parts in it we will get a 
new random variable 
\[ 
X_n=\sum_{k=1}^\infty I[s_k>0] 
\] 
Here \(I[s_k>0]\) is the indicator that is equal to \(1\) if \(s_k>0\) and is equal to zero in all other 
cases. We will be interested in the limiting distribution of \(X_n\) as \(n\to\infty\). We will present a 
historical review of the problem as well as some related recent developments. 
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Zhu, Xuding 朱緒鼎 (Zhejiang Normal University) 
xdzhu@zjnu.edu.cn 
Aug.2, 09:50 – 10:35 
 
Title 
Multiple list coloring of planar graphs 

Abstract 
An $a$-list assignment of a mapping $L$ which assigns to each vertex $v$ a set $L(v)$ of 
$a$-permissible colours. A $b$-colouring of $G$ is a mapping $f$ which assigns to each vertex $v$ 
a set of $b$ colors so that for each edge $e=xy$, $f(x) \cap f(y) = \emptyset$. A graph is called 
$(a,b)$-choosable if for every $a$-list assignment $L$ of $G$, there is a $b$-colouring $f$ of $G$ 
such that $f(v) \subseteq L(v)$ for each vertex $v$. It is known that for any planar graph $G$, there 
is an integer $m$ such that $G$ is $(4m, m)$-choosable; for every triangle free planar graph $G$ 
there is an integer $m$ such that $G$ is $(3m,m)$-choosable. In this talk, I shall show that for each 
integer $m$, there is a planar graph $G$ which is not $(4m+ \lfloor 2m/9 \rfloor -1, m)$-choosable, 
and there is a triangle free planar graph which is not $(3m+ \lfloor m/17 \rfloor -1, m)$-choosable. 
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